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Purpose of this Document
Forbes’ outdoor spaces should be helping to convey the messages of Council and its values
being Authentic, Consistent, Decisive and Connected. They should be speaking to the many
riches of our Shire, including our prime agricultural industry, our connections to water
through the Lachlan River and Lake Forbes and our strong Aboriginal and European history
and Heritage.
This document aims to show how our urban spaces can portray this by creating a uniform
approach to installations and designs of our Public Domain.
This strategy is intended to be used by:
•
•
•
•

Council staff when preparing detailed designs for streets and open spaces as
part of public domain improvements; streetscape upgrades and asset
replacement;
The community and Councillors to provide an understanding of the values,
priorities and design principles that guide our approach to the public domain;
Developers, designers and consultants when preparing proposals that affect the
public domain and its components when undertaking works in accordance with
conditions of consent; and
Councils Development and Planning team when assessing and approving
proposed developments that create or connect with the public domain.

Revisions
This document is the first iteration of the Public Domain Style Guide. It should therefore be
reviewed within two years to ensure the usability of the document. After the initial two years,
it should be reviewed every five years.
Please refer to Appendix 2 for recommendations for the next iteration of this document.
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Vision
Our Public Spaces are the heart of our community. We have a range of public spaces in
Forbes, from Lake Forbes and the Lachlan River, to our vibrant Town Centre and many
parks and playgrounds in between. When our Public Spaces are will designed they connect
us, inspire us and make us happier and healthier.
Council’s vision is to ensure that all Public Spaces in the Forbes Shire articulate why Forbes
is a great place to live. They should speak to our connection to Water through the Lachlan
River and Lake Forbes, our rich Aboriginal and European Heritage and our agricultural land.
Our styling should reflect that the community in all of its diversity use our public spaces, and
that they need to be designed for their comfort and to support a sense of community. The
Forbes Community centres their recreation around being outdoors, so this element must be
paramount.
This document will help our Public Spaces achieve this vision by providing a simple way for
Council Staff, Developers and Community Members to ensure any new development or
upgrades speak to the vision the community has for our open spaces.
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Relationships to Other Documents
This vision was formed by combining key Council Strategic documents.
The Forbes Community Strategic Plan states the following regarding our public spaces:
We enjoy picturesque open landscapes and a peaceful, safe environment in which to
live and raise our families… There is a strong awareness of our diverse local heritage
and history and we have an active arts community within the Shire.
The Draft Recreation and Open Space Strategy has reviewed all open spaces in Forbes
and provided a way forward to ensure fair and equitable access to all members of our
community. The Strategy also proposes a style palette for outdoor spaces – and specifies
colours, styles and materials with durability, aesthetic quality and cost effectiveness being
key considerations.
The Forbes Shire Tourism Plan considers in detail the identity of Forbes through the lens
of visitors to the Town. This is useful in creating the vision as it forms our identity into a
“Snapshot” for visitors as the look and feel of the town is a significant drawcard for visitors
and Forbes has a reputation as a visually appealing, sophisticated country town with
significant nature based assets. The Tourism Plan provided the following themes that can be
used to define the visual aesthetics of our town:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nature Based
Heritage Art and Culture
Caravanning and Camping
Food wine and sustainable agriculture
Health and wellbeing
Sport, events and festivals

The Lake Forbes Activation Plan, endorsed by Council in 2019 also explored with the
community a series of design principles to apply to the development of the lake. These were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water – provide amenity for water based recreation
Exercise – provide opportunity for exercise
Contemporary - Update the lake with contemporary elements
Legible – well defined paths of travel
Variety – create a variety of well vegetated spaces
Shade – provide shade
Access – provide more opportunity to interact with water
Amenity – provide basic park amenity

Forbes Local Strategic Planning Statement states the following, which is helpful in
defining the Forbes identity:
In 2040, Forbes will be the residential location of choice in the Central West because
of its thriving town centre, recreational opportunities and diverse economy. ... The
Forbes Town Centre will be the business and lifestyle centre of the Shire. A variety of
businesses, restaurants and services will be thriving and supported by a vibrant town
centre that takes advantage of smart infrastructure such as Free WiFi and digital
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creative art programs. The historic buildings and laneways are utilized for cafes,
restaurants and markets, which attracts tourists interested in the Shire’s rich history.
The Lake is a lively recreational area for families with marque facilities and art and
lifestyle installations drawing visitors from across the region.
The CBD Masterplan provided this vision for the Town Centre:
Our Town will be a meeting point for locals and an arrival point for visitors to the
region. It will be a place that hums with activity and celebrates Australian heritage
and culture. People can enjoy an excellent meal in an alfresco environment, engage
in event and delight in a bespoke shopping experience. Loved by locals and visitors
alike, the centre will underpin economic activity, providing quality sustainable jobs for
our community
The Forbes Local Environmental Plan 2013 sets the legal requirements for works within
our public open spaces. While it doesn’t provide a specific vision, it intends to legislate
Councils vision for the Shire. It also provides legislates our heritage listed items and heritage
precinct.
The Forbes Development Control Plan 2013 speaks to specific development controls to
ensure all development is in-keeping with the general tone established for the Shire. It is
envisioned that the style guide will be incorporated into the next iteration of the DCP.
All of these documents should be referred to when making decisions on our open spaces.
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A note on heritage listed places
The Style Guide applies to the following heritage-listed places in the public domain:
•
•
•
•

Victoria Park, which is a heritage item in its entirety
Lake Forbes, where only the waterway is a heritage item but work in the area round may
have an impact
The Forbes CBD Conservation Area
Other places in the public domain which are themselves, or are in the vicinity of, listed
items.

For these places, choices and design should be based on the principles of the Burra
Charter, 1 the recognised guide to heritage conservation in Australia. The Charter underpins
conservation practice and all the statutory controls over heritage work in heritage places,
whether those places are buildings or landscape or streetscape settings. The key principles
are outlined below.
Places of cultural significance enrich people’s lives. They are historical records that are
important as tangible expressions of Australian identity and experience. These places of
cultural significance must be conserved for present and future generations.
But they also sometimes need to be changed to meet contemporary needs. We have not
needed horse troughs for a century. Public telephones have come and gone. We have
always needed street lighting, but the technology is different. We want to use some urban
spaces in different ways. We take more account than we once did of safety, security and the
needs of disabled people.
The Burra Charter recognises the need to change and adapt significant places, but
advocates a cautious approach to change: do as much as necessary to care for the place
and to make it useable, but otherwise change it as little as possible, so that its cultural
significance is retained.
The first issue is where to strike that balance: how much change is actually necessary?
Once the need for change is established, Article 22 of the Charter provides guidance on how
best to effect change. It states:
New work … may be acceptable where it does not distort or obscure the cultural significance
of the place, or detract from its interpretation and appreciation. New work may be
sympathetic if its siting, bulk, form, scale, character, colour, texture and material are similar
to the existing fabric, but imitation should be avoided. New work should be readily
identifiable as such.
These principles are sometimes misunderstood, and so have been amplified in a Burra
Charter Practice Note. 2

1
Australia ICOMOS, The Burra Charter (The Australia ICOMOS charter for places of cultural
significance), 2013.
2 Australia ICOMOS, Burra Charter Practice Note on Article 22, 2013.
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This points out that the Charter should be read as a whole, that many Articles are
interdependent, and that an important factor in the success of new work is the quality and
sensitivity of the design response. This response depends on the circumstances.
The examples selected in this Guide for use in heritage contexts have been selected with
regard to these principles. They include a variety of understated contemporary designs and
others which reflect traditional elements but can be identified as “new work.”
Careful selection will still be required in many cases, and Council’s Heritage and Urban
Designer is always available to assist staff in this important work.
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How this document is divided
This document is divided into three sections:
Part 1: Defining elements and materials
This part provides guidance to the overall theme of Urban Design in the Forbes Shire. All
new public spaces should speak to this section in some way.
Part 2: Public Space Hierarchy
This section provides guidance for defining what part of the Hierarchy different public spaces
fall under. When designing and planning for a public space design, it is important to first
identify the where in the Hierarchy the space falls to then identify the level of urban design.
Part 3: Public Domain Palette
This section will provide palettes for commonly used elements of urban design.
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Part 1: Defining Elements and Materials
In reviewing our Council Values and shared identity themes across key strategic documents,
it is possible to form a vision for defining characteristics to be considered when choosing a
suite of street furniture, signage and other parks and open space installations.
Wood
A natural material such as wood in an oiled or stained state is an appropriate match to our
background themes. This material can be used formally in spaces such as Victoria park or
informally and in a contemporary way around the lake. It can also be a combination of the
two where old bridge timbers can be used to form more structured seating in CBD and urban
park areas.
Used as a main theme, wood can be also adapted to different spaces using pops of colour
and varied plantings. Wood-like material can also be acceptable.
Steel
In either a polished stainless or raw state - for CBD or Lake and park areas respectively,
steel is an appealing element to include as an accent material. Should not generally be used
for furniture due to thermal conductivity properties.
Stone & Concrete
Another key natural element that could be used formally - polished, geometric style in the
CBD or urban parks – or rustic, organic less formal structure in Lake and non CBD Park
areas.
Colour
Generally items are to be natural colours so that introduced items do not compete against
the natural environment. Material that are polished or raw stainless steel, galvanised iron,
silver greys, blacks and woods can be used liberally. Colour may be used as accent points,
for the conveyance of meaning or for accessibility purposes.
NOTE: Appendix 2 suggests a more detailed colour palette be prepared in a future iteration.
Refer Appendix 1 for photos to inform style guide decisions.
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Part 2: Public Space Hierarchy
Tier 1: Distinctive Places
Distinctive Places are places that have been subject to a Publicly Consulted Master Plan
process addressing Urban Design elements. While places defined as Distinctive Places are
not provided specific style guides in this document, they should speak to the overall vision in
the document provided for in the Introduction.
The character of distinctive places can be expressed through customised designs for street
lighting, furniture, paving inserts and patterns as well as public art. It is imperative, however,
that continuity of some base materials be maintained to enhance legibility in the streetscape.
Distinctive Places in the Shire include Lions Park, Templar Street and Victoria Park.
Tier 2a: Forbes Town Centre
A High Quality durable pallete that speaks to the Heritage Precinct of the Town Centre, while
also boasting our connections to Lake Forbes. The selection of a high quality palette of
materials that respond to aesthetic requirements befitting a public domain area of
importance for the Town. The high volume of pedestrian, commercial and transport uses
associated with the Town Centre needs to be acknowledged by providing a high level of
amenity and strong connection to distinctive places.

TOWN CENT RE
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Tier 2b: Lake Forbes
A high quality durable palette that speaks strongly to our connections to water and open
space, while being complimentary to our identity in heritage. Materials should reflect that
Lake Forbes is the recreational centre of Forbes, while supporting commercial ventures that
enhance the recreational opportunities.

LAKE

Tier 3: Other Recreational Open Spaces
A simple, durable and robust palette of materials appropriate for recreational open spaces
that do not unreasonably increase maintenance requirements. Structures should be secure
due to low passive surveillance. For example sporting fields and “non-lake” parks.
Tier 4: Residential Streets
A simple, durable and robust palette of materials appropriate for residential streets with
lower levels of pedestrian volume and commercial daytime activity. Materials should reflect
any heritage buildings within the immediate context where appropriate.
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Part 3: Public domain palette
Selection Criteria
Forbes Shire Council used the following five selection criteria to select the various elements
for the Public Domain Style Guide:
Character and design
•
•
•
•

Reinforce the visual character and narrative for the Shire as discussed in the Vision;
Provide unified public spaces that showcases high quality, durable and timeless
design;
Products to reflect the level and type of activities and uses; and
Materials and colours that reflect and reinforce the heritage attributes of Forbes, as
well as our communities connection to water and country.

Functionality
•
•
•
•

User comfort
Meets the requirements of the Disabilities and Discrimination Act
Crime Prevention through Environmental Design principles
Safety of all users

Availability
•
•
•
•

Lead time for supply
Supplier location
Ability to match discontinued products
Ease of replacement

Life cycle cost
•
•
•
•
•

Cost of product including installation
Quality regarding design life under normal conditions and warranty
Waste minimisation and the ability to be recycled
Embodied energy
Fair trade

Maintenance
•
•
•
•

Ease and availability of parts, fixings and construction
Ease of cleaning and handling
Ease of repairing vandalism (graffiti, chewing gum etc)
Ability to be certified to withstand floodwaters for development in flood liable land
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BIKE R ACKS
Bespoke
Where specific need is defined
(Example only)

Semi hoop
For areas of low bike use, mainly
to support commuters

*Example only

Extended bike rack
For areas of high bike use, such
Tier 2b and some 3s.
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BOLLARDS
Removable stainless steel
bollards
Used in spaces that may change
depending on its purpose, ie to
facilitate road closures for events.

Heritage Green Bollards
Used throughout the Town Centre
only
Note: A heritage review of these
bollards should occur as part of the
next iteration of this document to
determine the most appropriate
colour
To be painted a dark neutral colour.

Standard stainless steel bollard
Wherever required.
In ground preferred unless being
retrofitted.
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BUS STOPS
Sheltered Bus Stop
For bus stops with high use,
such as within the Town Centre
where space permits or
workplaces, schools and
retirement villages.
*Advertising could be considered
at these locations

Unsheltered Bus Stop
In areas of low use, a simple
chair in keeping with the style
guide is suitable for a bus stop.
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DRINKING FOUNTAINS & BARBEQUES
Combined drinking fountain with
dog water bowl
Used across all tiers

Water Bottle Refill Station
Similar design, in strategic high use
locations around Lake Forbes.

Frontier Double BBQ
Across all tiers
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FENCING
Pool Style Fencing, Double
Top Rail Fence in Satin
Black
For playgrounds and parks
where fence is to be installed
for the purpose of managing
children’s safety.

White picket fencing
Timber or timber style
pickets. For Cricket Grounds
throughout the Shire to
maintain traditional cricket
fencing and a heritage feel.

Security fencing
Where there is a
demonstrated need to
prevent members of the
public entering public spaces
without permission.
NOTE: Should not be
considered first point of call.
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FOOTPATHS AND W ALKWAYS
Heritage brick in herringbone
pattern
On key roads throughout Town
Centre or adjoining buildings of
Heritage Significance.
Should also be used for
Roadways on Streets where
there is a high level of
pedestrian activity.

Standard concrete footpath
2.5m wide natural coloured
concrete is the preference for
footpaths in Tier 2a, 3 and 4 and
areas subject to regular
inundation of floodwaters.

Asphalt
In lieu of concrete, hot mixed
asphalt is next preference.
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BINS

Note: All Bins must be at least 240 Litres
Bespoke Bins
Where non-conforming bins
required to portray meaning
Justification is required for
deviation from standard design for
site specific use

*Examples only
Solar Bins
Areas of high use where there is a
demonstrated need to provide a
higher level of waste capacity.
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Standard branded bin surrounds
To be used across all tiers unless
other constraint present.

Standard street bins with
security stand
All other areas where low cost
street bins are required due to low
passive surveillance eg Tier 3 and
4
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FURNITURE
*Advertising could be considered at park benches on merit
Lake Forbes Activation Plan
designed seating
Seating installed as per the
outcomes of the LFAP.

Curved seating
Templar Street and in Town Centre
as applicable

Victoria Park benches
Gifted for the amalgamation of
Forbes Shire Council and
Jemalong Shire Council.
Should be maintained and
preserved.
Consider wood-like material for
ease of maintenance.
Metal ends to be painted a dark
neutral colour.
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Wood-like public furniture
Including seating, benches and
picnic platforms.
Used primarily around Lake Forbes
and other areas with links to
services such a Playgrounds,
Barbeques and other elements that
cause people to stay for extended
periods. Tier Two.
Wide tables should be used in
areas of high family use to
accommodate picnics.
Shaded furniture
For areas of high use.
Shelters should be wide enough to
provide protection from sun and
rain.

Stainless steel furniture
Where robust material is required
due to flooding or risk of vandalism.
Preferably sheltered. Tiers 3 and 4.
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HERITAGE TRAIL
All heritage trail signs should follow
this format either attached to the
building, fence or on a plinth.
Note: It is anticipated that the
signage of the Heritage Trail will be
reviewed in the next iteration of this
document and as part of the Digital
Heritage Trail project.
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KERB AND GUTTER
Upright kerb and gutter
To be used as priority across
all tiers unless where in a
shared zone or other
engineering requirements
prevail.
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LIGHTING
Mood lighting
ie festoon lights, lanterns, fairy lights –
in tree and overhead
Should be incorporated into the
planning of areas with a high level of
public engagement and to support
night time uses and economy.

Integrated power-point lighting
Used where events are commonly
held to minimise need to have long
lengths of elevated cable.
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Solar powered bollard lighting
Used in all areas of Lake Forbes, and
other pedestrian spaces as required.

Under awning lighting
Falcon IP65 LED Wall light
Primary choice for the Town Centre
where the footpath is sheltered by
awnings.
Any private under-awning lights are
subject to a Section 68 Approval and
should be in-keeping with the
requirements of this policy and
Heritage Advice.
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Christmas Lights
Transient in nature but should be
planned for in the designing of public
spaces.

Street lights with flag banner
For all CBD Streets as feasible.
Should be free standing separate to
awnings.
Banners will be changed throughout
the year based on need/desire. They
will be regularly maintained to prevent
damage.

Telegraph Pole Street Lighting
Owned by Essential Energy though
used throughout residential areas in
the Shire
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Solar Powered Street Lights
Eg AE2 or AE3 from See Solar
For residential streets in new land
releases.

Heritage Street Lights
To be maintained in key areas in
Town Centre
Note: A heritage review of these lights
should occur as part of the next
iteration of this document to determine
the most appropriate colour
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Camp Street Bridge lights
These lights are Heritage listed and
must be preserved at the location of
the old Camp Street Bridge. Any
removal of these lights must be
subject to a Heritage Impact
Assessment and approval.

Roundabout lighting
For roundabout lights outside of the
CBD.
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PUBLIC TOILETS
Architecturally designed
toilet
In distinctive places and
where non-conforming design
is required to portray
meaning or be in keeping
with the area

*Example only
Standard toilet blocks
For the vast majority of cases
and in this colour scheme.
Modus Australia.

Exiloo Toilets
These toilets were installed
originally due to their ability to
withstand flood waters and
being largely vandal-proof.
These may be placed in Tier
3 locations where an
opportunity to repurpose
existing toilets is available.
Careful consideration needs
to be undertaken when
placing in prominent areas.
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SIGNIFICANT TREES
Palm Trees
Phoenix Palms should be
used for entry ways and
around significant buildings.
Phoenix Palms link to
Councils Heritage – with the
Heritage Listed Palm Trees in
Court Street and Victoria
Park, as well as speak to our
links to water through a
tropical field.
Palm Trees are distinctly
Forbes and should be used in
places where Council aims to
make a clear statement.
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STREET NAME SIGNS
Bespoke Street Sign
Where non-conforming signs required
to portray meaning or be in-keeping
with existing area
*Must comply with other policies

*Example only
Standard Street Name Sign
150mm high, white background, black
font, Council logo
To be used throughout Shire unless
other need required.
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TREE SURROUNDS
Bespoke tree surrounds
Where non-conforming design
required to portray meaning or be
in keeping with the area
Consideration should be given to
heritage designation of area, and
tree surrounds in keeping with
heritage feel should be used
especially in the Town Centre and
in front of heritage buildings.
*Justification required

Photo courtesy: R Johnstone

*Examples only
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Stainless Steel Tree surrounds
Tier 1 and 2 as required,
sometimes necessary for 3 and 4.

Tree guards to manage water
loss and protect trees
Primarily for Tier 3 and 4
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W ATER AERATION FOUNTAINS
Aquatic Technology 2HP SSII
Aeration Fountain
When required for the aeration and
aesthetics of bodies of water.

W AYFINDING SIGNAGE
Wayfinding Signage has not yet been defined in the Shire.
There are four key wayfinding signs that need to be planned for and designed:
•
•
•
•

Identification Signs
Directional Signs
Orientation Signs
Regulatory Signs

It is recommended that a separate Wayfinding Signage Plan be created for the Shire, and
this policy is amended to include the recommendations of that plan. The Plan should also
consider the use of QR Codes to assist with the dissemination of information.
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Appendix 1 – Style Guide Inspiration
Central Business District and Urban Parks Style
Contemporary but not too modern, wood and some stainless steel –more geometrical and
formal look. Complimentary to heritage elements. Note common street furniture for
alfresco dining, wood and stone palette..
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Lake and Non-Urban Parks
As per the themes of the Lake Forbes Activation Plan. Organic shapes and curves,
Contemporary, Complimentary to Water, enhanced nature based elements. Core ten,
recycled bridge timbers, other natural materials such as stone.
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Appendix 2 – Recommendations for future revisions
The following recommendations are provided for future revisions of this document:
1.

Detailed style guide that recommends colours and design consistency throughout the
entire public domain, including:
• Font of signs and information;
• Logo use;
• Colour scheme for structures and signs

2.

Details for each item including:
• Material
• Size
• Pattern/Finish
• Colour
• Supplier & Reference Number

3.

Creation of a wayfinding signage plan that details the following types of signage for
use throughout the Shire:
• Identification Signs
• Directional Signs
• Orientation Signs
• Regulatory Signs

4.

A chapter that details “what not to do” with imagery for easy reference by users of
this document;

5.

Tree Plan for key precincts to ensure consistency in landscaping throughout the
Shire in conjunction with the Tree Committee;

6.

Nomination of specific design specifications, and where applicable, suppliers for
products listed in this document.
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